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Abstract: The present paper considers attested variation found in egophoric marking systems in order 
to discuss the role of such variation for the defining features of egophoric marking viz. a speech-act 
participant's epistemic authority subject to his/her involvement in an event. Austin Hale's (1980) pioneering 
description of egophoric marking in Kathmandu Newar (called "conjunct/disjunct" by Hale) has largely 
shaped our conception of what such systems look like, but in recent years, research on comparable systems 
has revealed that egophoric marking systems vary with respect to every purportedly defining feature of 
such systems. The one remaining variable that appears constant is the epistemic authority of the speech-act 
participants. When attempting to analyze and compare egophoric marking, one should consider all relevant 
cross-linguistic variation in order to determine what features are defeasible, and which ones are not. In this 
paper we explore the range of participant-roles that can be associated with egophoric marking focusing on 
"secondary" egophoric markers that map onto undergoers, affected participants, and the attitudes of the 
speech-act participants. It will become clear that these less prototypical instances of egophoric marking 
bridge such systems to a seemingly unrelated grammatical constructions, known as "ethical datives".
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1  Introduction
Egophoricity, as defined by Dahl (2000), is a discourse phenomenon relating to markers that refer to the 
speech participants, i.e. the speaker and the addressee. Egophoricity in this sense contrasts with allophoric 
reference to non-speech participants and is expressed by means of logophoric and pronominal forms 
(Dahl 2000: 39). Recently, however, egophoricity has been proposed as a label for a kind of epistemic 
marking that allows the speaker to make reference to his/her own personal knowledge of an event/state 
based on some form of involvement in a social and/or cognitive sense (see Floyd et al. in press). This more 
restricted grammatical phenomenon, also known as conjunct/disjunct in the literature, is a typologically 
rare phenomenon that has been attested for a small number of languages in the northern parts of South 
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America (the Andes), the Caucasus, the Himalayas, and Papua New Guinea1. In order to avoid overlap with 
Dahl’s use of the term, as well as parallels with categorical terms such as evidentiality and modality, the 
present paper will use egophoric marking instead, thus drawing on the egophor word-base, but leaving 
aside the -icity ending. This cautionary choice of terminology is motivated by the goals of this paper, which 
are to examine variation across attested systems of egophoric marking and focus the discussion on the core 
properties of such systems. 
Based on formal and distributional similarities, egophoric marking has been analyzed as a form of 
person indexing (e.g. Aikhenvald 2004). However, egophoric marking differs from agreement for instance 
by encoding the epistemic status of a speech participant (in terms of epistemic authority/primacy) rather 
than argument identity, a feature that, in turn, has prompted others to analyze egophoric marking as a type 
of epistemic marking akin to evidentiality or mirativity (e.g. De Lancey 1990). While egophoric marking 
shares some formal and functional traits with evidentiality, it is not yet clear whether egophoric marking 
has anything to do with signaling ‘information source’, which appears to be the core function of evidentials 
cross-linguistically (e.g. Aikhenvald 2004; cf. San Roque et al. in press). 
Egophoric marking involves a binary contrast (egophoric vs. allophoric/alterophoric; Post 2013) that 
has been described in terms of the presence/absence of privileged access to knowledge (Hargreaves 1991) or 
the involvement/non-involvement of a speech act participant in an event (Creissels 2008). 
Egophoric marking systems show variation with respect to each of its purportedly defining features: 
whose knowledge is at stake, as reflected by sentence-type alterations vis-à-vis subject person, and what 
type of involvement justifies the use of the egophoric marker as visible in restrictions regarding predicate-
type and their associated semantic roles. 
The only remaining variable that appears constant is the epistemic one, i.e. the epistemic authority of 
the speaker with respect to events that involve the speaker, and the speaker’s expectation that the addressee 
possesses a corresponding epistemic status with regard to events that involve the addressee.
Arguably, Hale’s (1980) pioneering description of the Kathmandu Newar verb system has influenced 
our current conception of egophoric marking to a considerable extent. In Newar, egophoric markers are 
restricted to contexts with volitional agent-subjects. This restriction is also found in other systems, which 
makes contexts involving volitional subjects seem key to identifying egophoric markers. Nevertheless, 
from a cross-linguistic perspective it becomes evident that systems of egophoric marking vary greatly in 
this regard, as some languages also allow the egophoric marker to occur in contexts with “undergoer” 
arguments (see Curnow 2002). From the point of view of argument marking (to which egophoric marking has 
been compared), an undergoer is a semantic role associated with objects rather than subjects. In contrast 
to cases involving volitional agent-subjects, these less prototypical cases have received little attention in 
previous descriptions of egophoric marking. 
The aim of the present paper is to consider some of the attested variation found in different egophoric 
marking systems in order to determine the relevance of such variation in shaping our conception of 
egophoric marking. As this area has not been the subject of much discussion thus far, the focus in this 
exploration lies in charting which kinds of participants can be associated with egophoric marking and 
what the range of variation is. The paper will consider so-called “secondary” egophoric markers2 which are 
used to mark undergoers, affected participants, and to express personal opinions. It will become clear that 
these less prototypical instances of egophoric marking bridge a gap to seemingly unrelated grammatical 
1 Languages with egophoric marking include the Barbacoan languages Awa Pit (Curnow 2002), Tsafiki (Dickinson 2000), 
Cha’palaa (Floyd, in press), Nam Trik (Norcliffe, in press; Gonzales Castaño & Bruil 2016) and the Chibchan language Ika (Bergq-
vist 2012, in press). In Asia, the system is found in the Sino-Tibetan languages Kathmandu Newar (Hale 1980; Hargreaves 1991, 
2005), Bunan (Widmer, forthcoming), various Tibetan varieties (e.g. DeLancey 1990, 2003; Haller & Haller 2007) as well as in 
languages of the Amdo-Sprachbund such as the Mongolic languages Mongghul (e.g. Åkermann 2012), Mangguer (Slater 2003; 
Fried, in press) and Bonan (Fried 2010), and the Sinitic language Wutun (Jahunen et al. 2008; Sandman, in press). Furthermore, 
it is attested in the Indo-Aryan language Dhivehi (Lum 2016), in the Nakh-Daghestanian language Akhvakh (Creissels 2008) and 
the Trans-New-Guinea languages Oksapmin (Loughnane 2009) and Duna (San Roque 2008).
2 The term “secondary egophoric marker” was first used in the description of the Tibeto-Burman language Bunan (Widmer, 
forthcoming). 
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constructions such as “ethical datives”, also known as “non-selected arguments” (Bosse et al. 2012; see 
Section 5, below).
Section 2 presents the canonical pattern of egophoric marking, drawing on the pioneering description 
of Kathmandu Newar by Hale (1980) and subsequent accounts by Hargreaves (1991, 2005). It points to some 
parameters of variation in that language and in other languages with comparable systems. In Section 3, one 
of those parameters, namely the paradigmatic structure of egophoric marking systems, is examined to reveal 
differences in complexity: some egophoric marking systems are paradigmatically simple, while others show 
a greater degree of paradigmatic complexity. In Section 4, the functions of what has been called “secondary” 
egophoric markers are discussed in order to focus our exploration on how their properties may be compared 
to non-selected arguments in Section 5. Finally, the findings of this study are summarized in Section 6. 
2  Background
2.1  The canonical pattern
In Kathmandu Newar, egophoric markers are restricted to main clauses with first and second person 
subjects and to complement clauses of co-referential reported speech constructions with third person 
subjects. Allophoric markers occur in all other configurations of subject person and sentence-type, as well 
as in non-coreferential reported speech clauses. This distribution of the egophoric marker in main clauses 
is illustrated in (1) and (2).
1) a. ji wan-ā
1.abs go-pst.ego
‘I went.’
b. cha wan-a
2.abs go-pfv.allo
‘You went.’
c. wa wan-a
3.abs go-pfv.allo
‘S/he went.’ (Hargreaves 2005: 12)
2) a. jĩ: a:pwa twan-a lā
1.erg much drink-pfv.allo inter
‘Did I drink a lot/too much?’
b. chã: a:pwa twan-ā lā
2.erg much drink-PST.EGO inter
‘Did you drink a lot/too much?’
c. wã:  a:pwa twan-a lā
3.erg much drink-pfv.allo inter
‘Did s/he drink a lot/too much?’ (Hargreaves 2005: 15)
From these examples, it becomes evident that the speaker in statements (corresponding to a first person 
subject) and the addressee in questions (corresponding to a second person subject) both trigger egophoric 
marking on the verb. This distributional characteristic stems from the fact that the two discourse participants 
share a speech-act role which has been called “epistemic source” (Hargreaves 1991, 2005; cf. Bergqvist & 
Kittilä, this SI, for a discussion)3. This speech-act role may be defined as “the epistemic authority for the 
proposition in the clause” (Hargreaves 1991:25-26, our italics). The epistemic authority is thus the discourse 
participant whose knowledge is under consideration: the speaker assumes this role in statements and 
assigns epistemic authority of the proposition to the addressee when he/she asks a question. 
3 This speech-act role is central to descriptive accounts of egophoric marking and carries different labels, e.g. “assertor” (Creis-
sels 2008:12), “locutor” (Curnow 1997) or “informant” (Bickel 2008; Bickel and Nichols 2007).
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A second distributional trait of egophoric marking in Kathmandu Newar is shown in (3).
3) a. jĩ: jyā yān-ā
1.erg work do-pst.ego
‘I did the work.’ (Hargreaves 2005: 12)
b. ji mhiga then-a
1.abs yesterday arrive-pfv.allo
‘I arrived yesterday.’ (Hargreaves 2005: 13)
c. jĩ: thul-a
1.erg understand-pfv.allo
‘I understood (it).’ (Hargreaves 2005: 13)
The action denoted in (3a) is construed as being volitionally instigated by an agent, whereas this is not the 
case in (3b-c). Thus, the distribution of the egophoric marker is dependent on the lexico-semantic properties 
of the predicate that relate to argument structure and semantic roles. In the case of Kathmandu Newar, 
egophoric marking is restricted to volitional agents. Similar restrictions are attested for other languages 
with egophoric marking, e.g. the Nakh-Daghestanian language Akhvakh (Creissels 2008). However, a 
restriction to this type of argument is by no means universal, and there are a number of languages with less 
restricted egophoric marking systems (see Section 2.2, below). 
A final feature of canonical egophoric marking, as seen in Kathmandu Newar, is that the egophoric 
marker is found in co-referential reported speech constructions:
4) wąą wa ana wanā dhakāā dhāla
3s.agt 3s there go.ego that say.allo
‘He said that he went there (himself)’ (Hale 1980: 97)
The co-referential status of the subject of the main clause (‘He said that’) with the subject of the subordinate 
clause (‘he (himself) went there’) warrants egophoric marking on the verb of the subordinate clause in a way 
that is directly analogous to languages with logophoric marking (e.g. Ameka 2004). A non-co-referential 
situation where the reported speaker is distinct from the actor in the report, results in allophoric marking. 
While not all languages with egophoric marking allow for the egophoric marker to occur in co-referential 
reported speech constructions, many of them do. Consequently, this feature has to be accounted for in the 
cross-linguistical description of egophoric marking.
2.2   Variation of the canonical pattern
Variation across egophoric marking systems has been discussed in terms of “flexibility” (San Roque et al. 
in press) i.e. in some languages an egophoric marker can contradict the canonical distribution, whereas, 
in other languages, the distribution is more “inflexible” and adheres more strictly to the canonical pattern. 
The notion of flexibility, in essence, applies to all defining parameters of egophoric marking, as the ensuing 
discussion will show.
Firstly, we will consider the formal properties of egophoric marking, i.e. how languages mark the 
egophoric contrast using affixes or auxiliaries, and their positions with respect to the verb and to the 
clause as a whole. The morpho-syntactic status of egophoric forms ranges from inflectional changes to 
the verb as seen in Kathmandu Newar (Section 2.1), to auxiliary forms (copula) in Standard Tibetan for 
instance, to lexical stem variation (e.g. Norcliffe, in press). Sometimes, the egophoric contrast is fused with 
ones relating to tense and aspect, resulting in portmanteau forms. Such overlaps are also common with 
other TAME-categories (i.e. Tense-Aspect-Mood-Evidentiality) and are, as such, not specific to egophoric 
marking. Languages with egophoric marking appear to share some structural characteristics. For instance, 
they lack person indexing on the verb and many also feature evidential systems overlapping with egophoric 
marking (see San Roque et al., in press, for an overview). The lack of person marking on the verb is fairly 
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widespread cross-linguistically (cf. Siewierska 2013), but in languages with egophoric marking, it may be 
further motivated by the strong implicature of argument identity in such systems. It would seem redundant 
to encode argument identity along with epistemic authority, since the latter may be implied by the first. 
Languages with evidential systems are subject to areal patterns of distribution which also appear to 
overlap with areas where egophoric marking systems are found. It is possible, and indeed likely, that the 
interactionally motivated functional pressures that give rise to evidential systems, are identical to those 
that produce egophoric marking systems. 
The distribution of the egophoric marker across subject person and sentence-type is what jumps out at 
anyone coming into contact with the phenomenon. This distributional pattern has been discussed using the 
term “shiftability” (see San Roque et al., in press), which refers to the property of the egophoric marker to occur 
together with first person subjects in declarative sentences and with second person subjects in interrogative 
ones. The logophoric function of the egophoric marker in complement-taking clauses of (co-referential) 
reported speech may also be subsumed under this distributional property. Bergqvist (in press) argues that 
the logophoric use of  egophoric markers as related to the feature of “shiftability” across subject person and 
sentence-type, stems from the crucial role of “alignment” in such systems where the egophoric marker signals 
an alignment between the subject of the clause and the epistemic authority of the utterance. 
The notion of alignment as a requirement for egophoric marking is directly analogous to the concept 
of “shifter” as discussed by Jakobson (1957; cf. Jespersen 1922), in which an element of the speech situation 
(‘speech event’, in Jakobson’s terms) such as a participant, is related to an element of the sentence (‘narrated 
event’), such as an actor. Aligned constructions that allow for egophoric marking include: [I say that] I am 
running; [Would YOU say that] you are running?; [HE says that] he is running. A non-aligned construction is 
any construction where the person charged with saying something (e.g. the speaker) is referentially distinct 
from the subject of the sentence, e.g. [I say that] he is running. “Shiftability” in the sense described here is, 
however, also attested for modals and evidentials (see Bergqvist & Kittilä, this SI; Bergqvist, in press) and 
thus, may not be regarded as a property specific to egophoric marking.
Language internal variation in the distribution of the egophoric marker may produce certain pragmatic 
effects, e.g. an allophoric morpheme can be used in first person statements (where one would expect an 
egophoric form) to signal a lack of intention on the part of the speaker (e.g. Tsafiki, Dickinson 2000: 387). 
5) a. la yaka machitechi poreyoe
la ya=ka machite=chi pore-yo-e
1m 3=acc machete=instr cut-ego-decl
‘I cut him (intentionally) with the machete.’
b. la yaka machitechi poreie
la ya=ka machite=chi pore-i-e
1m 3=acc machete= instr cut- allo-decl
‘I cut him (unintentionally) with the machete.’
Curnow (2002) notes that using the allophoric marker with second person questions may be permissible 
when talking about events that are already known to the speaker (as well as the addressee), making such 
utterances rhetorical, thus aligning with how egophoric markers pattern in statements, which in the case of 
second person is allophoric (Curnow 2002: 614-615).
A distinct distributional feature concerns restrictions for the egophoric marker to occur in some temporal 
contexts, but not in others. In Tsafiki, not all future events are compatible with egophoric marking, only 
those that are already initiated or necessary in a modal sense (Dickinson 2000: 414). In Kathmandu Newar 
and Akhvakh, the egophoric marker is restricted to past contexts. Other languages display less categorical 
restrictions where egophoric marking is marked differently depending on subject person. In Ika, egophoric 
marking with first person subjects can be used to refer to present and past events, whereas egophoric 
marking with second person subjects is restricted to present events (see Bergqvist 2012). Temporal-aspectual 
restrictions associated with the distribution of forms havealso been attested for evidentials and, as such, 
are not a specific feature of egophoric marking. 
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The semantics of egophoric marking target the involvement of a speech-act participant as a basis for 
epistemic primacy/authority, something that can be seen in restrictions of the egophoric marker to certain 
predicate types. The involvement of a speech-act participant as a defining feature of egophoric marking has 
been discussed using terms and concepts such as “scope” and the “knower’s” relation to the proposition 
(Bickel 2008)4, which aim to capture the fact that egophoric marking is usually restricted to certain 
arguments, most commonly volitional agents, as seen above for Kathmandu Newar. As this paper aims 
to show, however, languages with egophoric marking display differences in this regard. While egophoric 
marking is restricted to volitional agent subjects in Kathmandu Newar, the egophoric marker in a language 
like Galo, also applies in contexts in which the grammatical subject of the clause does not act volitionally 
(e.g. in an utterance like ‘I fell from the balcony’ (Post 2013:123); see Section 4, below).  In other languages 
yet, the egophoric marker can occur with “undergoers”, e.g. patients or recipients typically encoded as 
grammatical objects, and can target non-selected, peripheral arguments that may not be instantiated in the 
clause at all. Egophoric markers may thus be found in sentences without explicit expression of an argument 
corresponding to the epistemic authority (i.e. a first or second person pronoun) to signal a speech-act 
participant’s privileged access to knowledge about a third person’s situation (e.g. Shigatse Tibetan, Haller 
& Haller 2007; see below).  
Taking this attested variation at face value, and given the prominent role of involvement in egophoric 
marking, we will detail the paradigmatic structure of egophoric marking systems and account for the 
role of so-called “secondary” egophoric markers, as well as issues that relate to the number of forms in a 
given paradigm. It is argued that differences in the formal structure of egophoric marking systems may be 
connected to the function and semantics of individual forms allowing for a comparison of attested variation 
across languages with egophoric marking. 
3  The paradigmatic structure of egophoric marking systems
Egophoric marking systems differ in the number of egophoric markers found in a given paradigm. On this 
basis, two types of egophoric marking systems may be identified: we will call them “simple” and “complex” 
systems. In simple systems, there is a single egophoric marker in a given paradigm, which contrasts with 
one, or several allophoric markers. This egophoric marker targets a certain argument type, typically agents, 
and appears to be associated exclusively with arguments expressed in the ‘subject’ grammatical relation. 
Examples of simple paradigms are given in Table 1. 
Table 1. Paradigms of simple egophoric marking systems
LANGUAGE EGOPHORIC ALLOPHORIC
Akhvakh (Nakh-Dagh.), PVF -ada -ari (Creissels 2008)
Galo (Tibeto-Burman) -tó -gée (PFV)
-ée (IPFV)
(Post 2007: 607)
Lhasa Tibetan (Tibeto-Burman), IPFV -ki yod -ki (‘dug)
-ki yod-pa red
(DeLancey 2003)
Tsafiki (Barbacoan) -yo -Ø; -i (Dickinson 2000)
4 Bickel’s use of the term ‘scope’ targets the restricted distribution of egophoric markers with first and second person subjects. 
In this respect, egophoric markers differ from evidentials which ‘scope’ over any configuration of arguments. The more tradi-
tional use of scope differs somewhat from Bickel’s use of the term. In Cinque (1999) for instance, scope targets how functional 
categories such as person and negation affect, or are unaffected by, other categories such as epistemic modality and markers of 
sentence-type. A marker whose meaning remains unaffected by the presence of negation for example, is thus said to have scope 
over that category (see Bergqvist 2015). 
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In these languages, the contrast between the egophoric and the allophoric marker(s) is essentially binary: 
a verb form is either marked as egophoric or allophoric, although there may be more than one morpheme 
in the allophoric set. In this case, other semantic contrasts (e.g. aspectual or evidential) are encoded in the 
allophoric forms which stand in complementary distribution with the egophoric form. A simple system 
of egophoric marking is thus defined as one that features a single egophoric marker in a given paradigm, 
irrespective of the number of allophoric forms and their meaning.
 Languages with complex egophoric marking feature more than one egophoric marker and may 
motivate a distinction between a primary and a secondary marker which occur in distinct contexts and 
encode different kinds of involvement.5 In such systems, a primary marker maps onto the egophoric 
markers found in simple systems and occurs in sentences where the epistemic authority aligns with that of 
a prototypical grammatical subject. Secondary markers, by contrast, map onto undergoer arguments that 
target the knowledge of the speaker who experienced a state of affairs or underwent an action performed 
by someone other than him/herself. Secondary markers may also occur in clauses in which the epistemic 
authority is not instantiated by an argument of the verb. In Table 2, Awa Pit and Lhasa Tibetan exemplify 
complex systems: 
Table 2. Paradigms of complex egophoric marking systems in Awa Pit and Lhasa Tibetan
LANGUAGE PARADIGM EGOPHORIC ALLOPHORIC
Awa Pit 
(Barbacoan)
NPST
PST
-is ~ s
-w (ego1); -s (ego2)
-i ~ Ø ~ y ~zi
-zi
(Curnow 2002)
Lhasa Tibetan (Tibeto-
Burman)
IPFV.
FUT
PFV
-ki yod
-ki yin 
-pa yin (ego1);  
-byung (ego2)
-ki (‘dug);
-ki yod-pa red
-ki red
-pa red; -song;
 -bzhag
(DeLancey 2003)
In the Awa Pit non-past paradigm, we find a binary contrast which parallels simple egophoric marking 
systems, while the past paradigm exhibits a ternary distinction with an additional egophoric suffix, -w. 
Curnow (2002:619) states that the distribution of the two egophoric suffixes -w and -s found in the past 
paradigm, cannot be distinguished as markers of subject and object arguments respectively. Nor is the 
agency/volition of the subject at issue. Rather, -s appears to be used in contexts where the event in question 
involves one of the speech-act participants in a capacity other than acting subject; they can be experiencer-
subjects or simply “affected” by the event, as long as the affectedness targets the speaker or the addressee, 
with or without explicit subject marking. Similarly, Lhasa Tibetan has a single egophoric marker in the 
imperfective and future paradigms (which contrasts with a number of allophoric markers that encode 
evidential distinctions), while the perfective paradigm features two egophoric markers.
Languages known from the literature to display complex egophoric marking are: Awa Pit (Curnow 2002) 
and Nam Trik (Gonzales Castaño & Bruil 2016; Norcliffe, in press) from the Barbacoan language family, and 
Bunan (Widmer, forthcoming) and Western and Central varieties of Tibetan (e.g. DeLancey 1990, 2003; 
Haller & Haller 2007) from the Tibeto-Burman language family.
Awa Pit, Bunan and Tibetan have separate paradigms for primary and secondary markers, where the 
latter are restricted to the past tense or perfective aspect domain6. In Nam Trik, only one set of markers is 
attested which can be used in either past or non-past clauses.
5 The choice to refer to different kinds of egophoric markers using the terms “primary” and “secondary” may be motivated 
by the fact that first person subjects (as an instantiation of the speaker in the clause) are more frequently found to occupy the 
role of agent than other non-agentive semantic roles (Dahl 2000). In addition, one may also draw support from the fact that if a 
language with egophoric marking has one egophoric marker, then it will occur in contexts with first and second person agents, 
and not with undergoers or peripheral participants (see Section 4, below).  
6 This preference for past/perfective is also found in evidentiality systems, i.e. languages usually exhibit more evidential dis-
tinctions in the past/perfective than in the present/imperfective (Aikhenvald 2004: 265).
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In the next section, we will look at secondary egophoric markers in order to enable a comparison with 
non-selected arguments, which are functionally equivalent to secondary egophoric markers. Those are 
discussed in Section 5.
4  Secondary egophoric marking and non-agentive participants
In this section, we detail the distribution of secondary egophoric markers in the languages for which they 
are attested. The focus of this account is on the different types of semantic roles that secondary egophoric 
markers are associated with. We show that the epistemic authority for an utterance, in addition to mapping 
onto the acting subject of the clause, can be an undergoer (Section 4.1) or a peripheral participant (Section 
4.2) that is not selected by the verb as an argument of the clause. Moreover, it is shown in Section 4.3 
that secondary egophoric markers can be employed to express personal opinions or attitudes. Section 4.4 
summarizes these findings.
4.1  Undergoer as epistemic authority
Secondary egophoric markers target non-agentive/non-volitional involvement and are thus distributed 
differently from primary egophoric markers with respect to predicate type and accompanying semantic 
roles. This distributional difference can be seen in the Lhasa Tibetan perfective constructions presented 
in (6), where the primary egophoric marker -pa yin is used when the epistemic authority is a volitional 
agent and the secondary egophoric marker -byung ([tɕuŋ]) is used when this relates to the semantic role of 
undergoer (e.g. patient).
6) a. ngas byas-pa yin
1sg (erg) did-pfv.ego1
‘I did it.’ (DeLancey 1990: 298)
b. nga shi-byung
1sg die-pfv.ego2
‘I died.’ (DeLancey 1990: 300)
c. *nga shi-pa yin
1sg die-pfv.ego1
(DeLancey 1990: 300)
The term undergoer is used in the sense of a semantic macrorole which is more akin to patient-like 
participants in an event. This macrorole primarily contrasts with actors, i.e. participants that are more 
agent-like, and subsumes a number of more fine-grained semantic roles such as experiencer, theme, patient 
or recipient (cf. Van Valin & LaPolla 1997). The examples below show how the egophoric marker maps onto 
the roles of patient and stimulus  respectively:
7) nai kek kuakɨtan
na-wai kek kuakɨ-ta-an
1-gen husband hit-ego2-allo
‘My husband hit me.’ (Rojas et al. 2009, cited in Gonzales Castaño & Bruil 2016)
8) Juan=na (na-wa) izh-ti-s
Juan=top (1sg-acc) see-pst-ego2
‘Juan saw me.’ (Curnow 2002: 621)
The distribution of secondary egophoric markers varies across languages in terms of which semantic roles 
they are associated with. This variation echoes with simple systems where the distribution of the primary 
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egophoric marker also varies in terms of volitionality and control over events. In (9), from Lhasa Tibetan, 
verbs with experiencer arguments are marked with the secondary egophoric marker -byung, while Bunan 
uses the primary marker -men in a corresponding construction in (10).
9) ngas kho=tsho mthong-byung
1sg.erg 3pl=dat see-pfv.ego2
‘I saw them.’ (DeLancey 2003: 300)
10) gi=dzi karma thaŋ-ø-men 
1sg=erg star see-tr-pst.dir.ego1
‘I saw the stars (in the sky).’ (Widmer, forthcoming p.523)
While primary and secondary egophoric markers are in complementary distribution, it is possible for a 
secondary egophoric marker to co-occur with an allophoric marker in some systems. This is the case in 
Bunan and Nam Trik where verbs appear to have two slots for egophoric marking. In Bunan, the allophoric 
marker -tsha (marking an action of a non-speech-act participant) and the secondary egophoric marker -ku 
(marking the non-agentive involvement of a speech-act participant) co-occur.
11) tal=tshi jaː gi=tok khet-ø-ku-tsha
3=pl yesterday 1sg=dat beat-tr-ego2-pst.dir.allo.pl
‘They beat us yesterday.’ (Widmer, forthcoming p. 531)
Future research may reveal more about what semantic roles are associated with secondary markers and 
what distributional differences exist between languages that have them. At this point, we can only provide 
an outline of the distribution of secondary egophoric markers vis-à-vis semantic roles, given the scarcity of 
available data. However, we note that secondary egophoric markers target semantic roles associated with 
undergoers, and that this appears to be an important function of secondary egophoric markers. We now 
turn to instances where secondary egophoric markers target so-called peripheral participants that do not 
map onto an argument of the clause.
4.2  Peripheral participant as epistemic authority
Secondary egophoric markers also occur in contexts where a speech-act participant is involved in an event 
as a peripheral participant. A peripheral participant is commonly characterized as one who is not essential 
to the occurrence of an event and who is only loosely involved in it (see e.g. Lehmann 2005). When realized, 
peripheral participants are typically expressed as adjuncts (e.g. datives) assuming semantic roles such 
as instrument or beneficiary. This definition of peripheral participants may be applied to some uses of 
secondary egophoric markers, such as in (12) from Bunan:
12) taldzi girok len likkudza
tal=dzi gi=tok len lik-ku-dza
3=erg.sg 1sg=dat work make-ego2-pst.dir.allo.sg
‘He did the work for me.’ (Widmer, forthcoming p. 532)
In (12), the secondary egophoric marker maps onto the semantic role of beneficiary, which is expressed by 
the dative form girok. In Awa Pit, by contrast, the peripheral participant is not overtly expressed. Curnow 
(2002) argues that a defining criterion of a peripheral participant as relevant to egophoric marking in Awa 
Pit lies with the (non-)realization of a form that encodes it. This is illustrated in (13): 
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13) a. pɨna alu ki-ma-tɨ-zi
very rain do-comp-pst-allo
‘It rained heavily.’
b. pɨna v ki-ma-tɨ-s
very rain do-comp-pst-ego2
‘It rained heavily [on me].’
With a non-egophoric verb form as in (13a), the speaker expresses a neutral statement of facts. By applying 
an egophoric marker in (13b), the speaker indicates that s/he was directly affected by the event denoted by 
the verb. Example (14) demonstrates the impossibility of explicitly marking the presence of the peripheral 
participant (i.e. the speaker) in the event described. The ungrammaticality of (14) shows that the secondary 
egophoric marker in Awa Pit does not target the semantic role of undergoer, but the affectedness of the 
speaker. 
 
14) *na-wa alu ki-ma-tɨ-s
1sg-acc rain do-comp-pst-ego2
Intended: ‘It rained heavily [on me].’ (Curnow 2002: 620)
A similar example where the speaker is affected by an event comes from the related language Nam Trik in 
(15).
 
15) nakish pesrik kɨtan kashi
nakish pesrik kɨ-ta-an kashi
smoke angry cop-ego2-allo a.bit
‘The smoke is bothering me a bit (Lit: The smoke is angry, which affects me a bit).’ (Gonzales Castaño 
& Bruil 2016)
A peripheral participant does not have to be affected, nor be the beneficiary of an action/event. It can also 
be a recipient as in the Dokpa Tibetan example in (16), or the goal of a motion as exemplified by Shigatse 
Tibetan in (17). In (16) the dative pronoun that refers to the speaker is optional, as the secondary egophoric 
marker implies that the speaker assumes the role of recipient. In (17), by contrast, it is clearly the case 
that the dative targets the location and not the speaker, which sets this construction apart from the Bunan 
example, in (12), or the Dokpa Tibetan example (16) where the dative maps onto the speaker as a beneficiary 
or recipient, respectively. 
16) khȫ (ŋa=la) yige ʈiː tʃuŋ
3sg.m.erg (1sg=dat) letter write.pfv ego2
‘He wrote [me] a letter.’ (Caplow 2000: 37)
17) kʰō tʂʰōm-la lāp-tɕu
he market-dat arrive.pfv-ego2
‘He came to the market [where I was].’ (Haller & Haller 2007: 185)
Secondary egophoric markers may also map onto the speech-act participant as possessor, or as someone 
with a close personal relationship to a person corresponding to an argument of the clause. In (18), the 
speaker’s umbrella has been lost to the (assumed) detriment of the speaker. In such cases, we might also 
posit a malefactive function for the -byung marker. At present, it is unclear to us whether this marker maps 
onto the possessor (genitive) or the malefactive reading of the sentence. 
18) nga’i nyi=gdugs brlags-byung
1sg (gen) umbrella lost-pfv.ego2
‘My umbrella got lost.’ (DeLancey 1990: 311)
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In (19), the egophoric marker signals that the speaker has a close personal relationship to ‘the child’, which 
constitutes the only argument of the clause:
19) pʰi̠sā=ni na̠nĩ̄ ʈʂēpō na̠ː=tɕu
child=def last.year very sick.pfv-ego2
‘The child was often sick last year.’ [The speaker has a close relationship to the child] (Haller & Haller 
2007: 185)
4.3  Attitude holder as epistemic authority 
Lastly, secondary egophoric markers can be used to signal a speech act participant’s attitudes, feelings 
and judgments about the content of an utterance. The choice between allophoric and secondary egophoric 
markers may depend on stating a matter of fact (allophoric) or expressing the speech-act participant’s 
opinion (egophoric). In the latter case, the utterance signals the speech-act participant’s personal opinion 
on a matter that is of some concern. This use of secondary egophoric markers is exemplified by data from 
Awa Pit in (20) and Nam Trik in (21):
20) pɨna us a-tɨ-s
very heavy be-pst-ego2
‘I found [the bag] very heavy.’ (Curnow 2002: 620)
21) maik mamik kɵ-ta?
food tasty be-ego2
‘Is the food tasty [to you]?’ (Norcliffe, p.c.)
In (20) the presence of the egophoric marker signals the speaker’s opinion about the weight of the bag. 
While no contrasting example is provided by Curnow, we may assume that the same clause with an 
allophoric verb form would be interpreted as a plain statement of fact. Similarly in (21), the speaker asks for 
the hearer’s opinion about the food.
4.4  Section summary
In this section, three different functions have been identified for secondary egophoric markers:
(i)  The speech-act participant is involved in the event as an undergoer, e.g. as a patient, or as a recipient, 
and thereby maps onto an argument of the verb 
(ii)  The speech-act participant is loosely involved in the event as a peripheral participant, e.g. as a 
beneficiary or affected party, and does not map onto an argument of the verb
(iii)  The speech-act participant expresses a personal opinion and/or attitude, and does not map onto an 
argument of the verb
While clearly limited by available data, some findings are summarized in Table 3. A tick signals that a 
given function is attested for the language indicated in the leftmost column. A cross indicates that counter 
evidence to the function in question is available. A blank cell indicates instances for which no example or 
counterexample has been found.  
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Table 3. Types of involvement in secondary egophoric marking. 
undergoer argument
peripheral participant
attitude holder
goal possessor beneficiary affect. exp.
Awa Pit    
Nam Trik    
Bunan      
Tibetan    
For the languages included in the study, the most widely attested function of secondary egophoric markers 
is to signal the role of undergoer. However, we observe some variation with regard to the semantic roles 
that are covered by secondary egophoric markers. ‘Experiencers’ are signaled using the secondary marker 
in Barbacoan languages and Tibetan, while primary egophoric markers apply in comparable contexts in 
Bunan (see (10)). 
As for peripheral participants, only the Barbacoan languages show egophoric marking that targets 
affected participants, whereas contexts involving goals and possessors are attested in Tibetan. In Bunan, it is 
not possible for a speaker to use an egophoric marker to signal his/her peripheral participation in an event.
Finally, the expression of a speech-act participant’s attitude/opinion using secondary egophoric 
marking is only attested for the Barbacoan languages.
Having surveyed the various functions of secondary egophoric marking, we now turn to a functio-nally 
comparable phenomenon, namely the expression of affectedness and attitude using ethical/sympathetic 
datives, as seen in languages like German and Spanish. These former dative forms have in common with 
(some) secondary egophoric markers that they fail to select an argument of the verb while adding pragmatic 
meaning relating to the perspective of the speaker. This has prompted researchers to call such forms “non-
selected argument” datives (see Bosse et al. 2012; Camillieri & Sadler 2012). In the following section, we 
discuss these non-selected datives to allow for an eventual comparison with secondary egophoric markers.
5  Non-selected arguments as markers of epistemic authority
This section details how in languages without egophoric marking, datives may develop uses that parallel 
some uses reviewed for secondary egophoric markers in Section 4, more specifically peripheral participants 
and markers of opinion/attitude. Some of those uses are well known from the literature and are commonly 
called “ethical datives” (Section 5.1). Related non-subject markers similar to ethical datives are discussed 
by Bosse et al. (2012) using the term “non-selected arguments”, i.e. person forms that signal the status of an 
argument as possessor, beneficiary, affected experiencer, or attitude holder (Section 5.2). Attitude holders, 
as a special case of non-selected arguments (Section 5.3), may be connected to epistemic marking in Kogi 
and Chechen, as well as to the secondary egophoric markers which we have just reviewed (Section 5.3). 
From their distributional and functional properties, it is clear that the markers described below may be 
compared to some egophoric markers in terms of signaling involvement and epistemic authority.
5.1  Ethical datives
Ethical datives are identical in form to proper datives, but they display syntactic properties that separate 
them from datives that target an argument of the clause (e.g. Abraham 1973, for German). In German, the 
ethical dative is restricted to directive/exclamative utterances with first and second person dative forms, 
while not selecting either (dative) argument.7 Instead, it serves the pragmatic function of signaling the 
7 In contrast to first person ethical datives, instances with second person are less frequent and are restricted to exclamative 
utterances. In such cases, the speaker evaluates the proposition as astonishing or unusual, and at the same time expresses his 
belief that the addressee shares this opinion (Wegener 1989). 
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speaker’s attitude/affectedness with respect to the proposition it occurs in. This pragmatic function evokes 
parallels with modal particles, to which German ethical datives have been compared (Schmid 2006). Below 
is an example of the German ethical dative: 
22) Du sollst mir nicht wieder fernsehen!
you shall me.dat not again watch.television
‘You shall not watch TV again (and I want this to come true).’ (Bosse et al. 2012: 1197)
Comparable, heterogeneously labeled forms are attested for several European languages, e.g. Spanish 
(“sympathetic datives”, Haddad 2013), Czech (“datives of empathy”, Fried 2011), Hungarian (“emo-datives”, 
Rákosi 2008), Albanian (“affected experiencer”, Bosse et al. 2012) and Maltese (“non-selected dative”, 
Camilleri & Sadler 2012). They are also attested for non-European languages such as Hebrew (“subject 
coreferential dative”, Halevy 2008), Syrian Arabic (“ethical dative”/ “interested hearer dative”, Al-Zahre 
& Boneh 2010), Lebanese Arabic (“unselected participant”/”hearer and speaker-oriented pronouns”, 
Haddad 2013) and Japanese (nominative, “affected experiencer”, Bosse et al. 2012). The pragmatic function 
of ethical datives is to signal the speaker’s attitude/affectedness with respect to the event under discussion. 
Consequently, researchers are calling such forms “non-selected arguments” (Bosse et al. 2012; Camilleri & 
Sadler 2012), a designation that connects them with selected arguments, which is the conventional function 
of any pronoun, including datives.
5.2  Non-selected arguments
Bosse et al. (2012) identify four types of non-selected arguments: possessor, beneficiary, affected experiencer, 
and attitude holder. Each are found in German, although not all languages with non-selected arguments 
display all four functions. The four types of non-selected arguments identified in German are exemplified 
below: 
Possessor 
 Als sie ankommen, bluten ihnen die Füsse. 
 ‘As they arrive, [their] feet are bleeding.’ (Schmidt 2006: 955 [our translation])
Beneficiary
 Er kochte seinem Vater eine Suppe
 ‘He cooked his father some soup.’ (Fischer 1997: 78 [our translation])
Affected experiencer 
 Alex zerbrach Chris Bens Vase. 
  ‘Alex broke Ben’s vase on Chris.’ (Alex broke Ben’s vase. [this matters to Chris.]; 
Bosse et al. 2012: 2)
Attitude holder
 Du sollst mir dem Papa die Schuhe putzen! 
 ‘You shall clean the shoes for dad [I want this to happen.]’ (Bosse et al. 2012: 11)
Except for the attitude holder, non-selected argument types display a clear correlation to a semantic role 
encoded by proper datives, i.e. (external) possessor, beneficiary/maleficiary, and experiencer (e.g. Zúñiga & 
Kittilä 2010). The beneficiary and experiencer roles may be conceptually related to aspects of epistemicity, 
which goes some way towards explaining the connection between datives that select an argument and 
those that do not. The attitude holder construction seems to lack a clear correlation with respect to any 
semantic role associated with proper datives. Of the four non-selected argument types, it also shows the 
clearest epistemic function. Bosse et al. remark on this, commenting that the attitude holder is the one type 
most clearly associated with the notion of ethical dative in the literature (Bosse et al. 2012: 3). 
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The identified non-selected argument types differ from each other semantically and syntactically, 
with a gradual decrease in concrete semantic content from possessor to attitude holder. Features that 
distinguish between types of non-selected arguments include pragmatic (not at-issue) meaning content 
and distributional restrictions across sentence types and person. A comparison along these lines results in 
a division between possessor and beneficiary types, on the one hand, and affected experiencer and attitude 
holder on the other. The former two (possessor/beneficiary) have at-issue semantic meaning content, 
whereas the latter (affected experiencer/attitude holder) primarily target aspects of the speech situation and 
consequently lack at-issue meaning. For instance, in German the attitude holder type is only instantiated 
by (weak) first and second person dative forms that reflect the attitude of the speaker and/or the addressee.
5.3  Attitude holders and secondary egophoric marking
Attitude holder forms are discussed by Haddad (2013) for Lebanese Arabic. He calls them “unselected 
participant” forms and his investigation focuses on how they are used in gossip constructions.8 The 
unselected participant forms are instantiated by first and second person datives, which like the previously 
discussed non-selected arguments, are not referentially linked to the participants corresponding to these 
forms (i.e. the speaker/addressee), but to their attitudes regarding some event. According to Haddad, they 
are used for social influence, thus motivating his choice to investigate them through gossip constructions.
The speaker has a choice between “speaker-oriented” (-l-i/ik,) and “hearer-oriented” (-l-ak,) datives, 
which both signal (i) the speaker’s attitude towards the gossip event, (ii) a familiarity with the hearer’s 
attitude towards the same event, and (iii) an invitation for the hearer to agree with the speaker’s evaluation. 
The hearer-oriented datives represent a more aggressive way of requesting the addressee/hearer to share 
the speaker’s attitude. Both forms are shown in (23)-(24) below where according to Haddad, either form 
may be used:  
23) A: ki:f-o žami:l ha-l-’iye:m?
How-he Jamil these-the-days?
‘How’s Jamil these days?’
B: žami:l! kil ʃahar bise:fer-l-i/ak
Jamil! every month he.travels-dat-me/you.s.m
’a-balad ʃikil w-ma
to-country  different  and-neg
byilbis-l-i/ak ɣe:r  aħla  tye:b
he.wear-dat-me/you.s.m  except best clothes
‘Jamil! He travels all the time now and he only wears expensive clothes.’ (Haddad 2013: 63)
24) A: Jami:l byidhar-l-i/ak kil yo:m ma binit
Jamil he.goes.out-dat-me/you.s.m every.day with girl
ʃikil w-bi il-l-i/ak baddo yitjawwaz
different and-he.tells-dat-me/you.s.m he.wants he.marry
w-yistaqirr!
and-he.settle!
‘Jamil goes out with a different woman every day, and he claims that he wants to get married 
and to settle down.’
B: ʃu ha-l-saxa:fe!
what this-the-silliness!
‘This is ridiculous.’ (Haddad 2013: 65)
8 Comparable “interested hearer” datives are also attested for Syrian Arabic (Al-Zahre & Boneh 2010).
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The identified non-selected argument types differ from each other semantically and syntactically, 
with a gradual decrease in concrete semantic content from possessor to attitude holder. Features that 
distinguish between types of non-selected arguments include pragmatic (not at-issue) meaning content 
and distributional restrictions across sentence types and person. A comparison along these lines results in 
a division between possessor and beneficiary types, on the one hand, and affected experiencer and attitude 
holder on the other. The former two (possessor/beneficiary) have at-issue semantic meaning content, 
whereas the latter (affected experiencer/attitude holder) primarily target aspects of the speech situation and 
consequently lack at-issue meaning. For instance, in German the attitude holder type is only instantiated 
by (weak) first and second person dative forms that reflect the attitude of the speaker and/or the addressee.
5.3  Attitude holders and secondary egophoric marking
Attitude holder forms are discussed by Haddad (2013) for Lebanese Arabic. He calls them “unselected 
participant” forms and his investigation focuses on how they are used in gossip constructions.8 The 
unselected participant forms are instantiated by first and second person datives, which like the previously 
discussed non-selected arguments, are not referentially linked to the participants corresponding to these 
forms (i.e. the speaker/addressee), but to their attitudes regarding some event. According to Haddad, they 
are used for social influence, thus motivating his choice to investigate them through gossip constructions.
The speaker has a choice between “speaker-oriented” (-l-i/ik,) and “hearer-oriented” (-l-ak,) datives, 
which both signal (i) the speaker’s attitude towards the gossip event, (ii) a familiarity with the hearer’s 
attitude towards the same event, and (iii) an invitation for the hearer to agree with the speaker’s evaluation. 
The hearer-oriented datives represent a more aggressive way of requesting the addressee/hearer to share 
the speaker’s attitude. Both forms are shown in (23)-(24) below where according to Haddad, either form 
may be used:  
23) A: ki:f-o žami:l ha-l-’iye:m?
How-he Jamil these-the-days?
‘How’s Jamil these days?’
B: žami:l! kil ʃahar bise:fer-l-i/ak
Jamil! every month he.travels-dat-me/you.s.m
’a-balad ʃikil w-ma
to-country  different  and-neg
byilbis-l-i/ak ɣe:r  aħla  tye:b
he.wear-dat-me/you.s.m  except best clothes
‘Jamil! He travels all the time now and he only wears expensive clothes.’ (Haddad 2013: 63)
24) A: Jami:l byidhar-l-i/ak kil yo:m ma binit
Jamil he.goes.out-dat-me/you.s.m every.day with girl
ʃikil w-bi il-l-i/ak baddo yitjawwaz
different and-he.tells-dat-me/you.s.m he.wants he.marry
w-yistaqirr!
and-he.settle!
‘Jamil goes out with a different woman every day, and he claims that he wants to get married 
and to settle down.’
B: ʃu ha-l-saxa:fe!
what this-the-silliness!
‘This is ridiculous.’ (Haddad 2013: 65)
8 Comparable “interested hearer” datives are also attested for Syrian Arabic (Al-Zahre & Boneh 2010).
With respect to the semantic roles associated with non-selected arguments, we may note that all semantic 
roles used to label those as reflecting a specific kind of involvement are also attested for secondary 
egophoric markers (see Section 4.4 above). Non-selected arguments, by definition, do not refer to the 
identity of arguments selected by the verb. This is a feature which they share with primary and secondary 
egophoric markers. The shiftability of egophoric markers to attribute epistemic authority to one of the 
speech-act participants is also found with non-selected arguments, but it is not instantiated by sentence-
type alternations. Non-selected arguments target the speaker’s and the addressee’s epistemic perspectives 
using different forms that are instantiated by first and second person datives in German and Lebanese. 
Considering the function of some non-selected argument types to target the affectedness and attitude of 
the speaker, these may justifiably be regarded as a form of epistemic marking that targets aspects of the 
speaker’s epistemic perspective. This mode of analysis is supported by a comparison with the secondary 
egophoric markers we have reviewed. Those are paradigmatically contrasted with primary egophoric 
markers and with allophoric markers which are widely accepted as epistemic markers. Even a cursory 
look at non-selected arguments reveals that they share the function of signaling the speaker’s epistemic 
authority and involvement with secondary egophoric markers, albeit not in the role of an acting subject. 
The main difference between the two lies in their diachronic origins, where the connection to proper person 
markers is evident with non-selected argument forms, but less so with secondary egophoric markers.
5.4  “Epistemic datives” in Kogi and Chechen
Another argument in support of the view of non-selected arguments as epistemic markers comes from 
languages outside the literature on ethical datives. In Kogi (Arwako-Chibchan, Colombia) there is a dative 
form nakla, which diachronically can be analyzed as a first person dative. But synchronically, it is part of a 
paradigm that features forms used to situate the sometimes differing epistemic perspectives of the speech 
participants (detailed in Bergqvist 2016). This allows for an analysis in terms of epistemic marking. Nakla 
signals the point-of-view of the speaker as distinct from that of the addressee, sometimes with an overtone 
of frustration:
25) nas kwisa-nuk-ku-gé nakla
1s.ind dance-prog-1s-hab spkr.asym.be
‘(Can’t you see) I am dancing!’ (ARR_120520)
 
Nakla marks the speaker’s act of dancing as something that the addressee (apparently) is unaware of. The 
attitudinal element of frustration/irritation is however defeasible, since only the speaker’s assumption that 
the addressee is unaware/ignorant of some event is encoded in the form, making it clearly epistemic in 
nature.
In Chechen (Nakh-Dagestanian, Chechnya) there is an “addressee-dative” (Molochieva 2012) that 
targets the expectation/interest of the addressee:
26) Muusa hwave’ana shun
Musa.abs into.come 2pl.add
‘Musa has come.’ {I knew that you expected him/I know you are interested in this information.}
In stating (26) the speaker makes an assertion about an event (‘Musa has come’) while at the same time 
signaling that the speaker expects this to be of interest to the addressee. In utterance final position, shun/
hwun contrasts with other sentence final particles that target various aspects of discourse, as well as the 
context of an utterance (see Molochieva 2011, for details). Example (27) shows the distinct syntactic slots 
belonging to the proper dative (hwuuna) and to the addressee-dative (hwuun):
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27) as hwuuna  Koch ec-na hwuun
1sg.erg 2sg.dat dress.abs buy-pfv 2sg.add
‘I bought a dress for you.’ {You already knew that I was going to buy something for you.}
The grammatical and functional properties of the forms in Kogi and Chechen (as instances of non-selected 
arguments) share key features with egophoric markers: (i) they target the epistemic authority of the speech-
act participants (as can be seen in the restriction to first and second person dative forms), (ii) They primarily 
serve to index the speaker’s point-of-view (along with assumptions about the addressee’s point-of-view) 
instead of selecting an argument of the clause. Although non-selected arguments and secondary egophoric 
markers have arisen under different circumstances, they arguably share a function in indexing speech-act 
participant involvement and the epistemic authority of the speaker with respect to an event.
6  Conclusion
We started with a discussion of attested variation in egophoric marking systems. Key features of egophoric 
marking were pointed out to support the claim that all purportedly defining features are subject to 
substantial variation, except for the epistemic component of epistemic authority. Some features, such as 
“shiftability” where the speaker and the addressee are attributed the role of epistemic authority depending 
on sentence-type, are also known from analyses of evidentiality and modality, and cannot be attributed a 
defining role in an analysis of egophoric marking.
Given that the speech-act role of epistemic authority is subject to different kinds of involvement in 
languages with a version of egophoric marking, we focused on this notion in an attempt to explore the 
distribution of egophoric markers against predicate types and against the semantic roles associated with 
these. Formally, we noted that there are differences in the complexity of egophoric marking systems, where 
some systems are simple, only containing one egophoric marker, whereas other languages have more than 
one egophoric form. We called the latter complex egophoric marking systems. The secondary egophoric 
markers of complex systems were shown to target different kinds of involvement (i.e. different distributional 
patterns) compared to primary egophoric markers that are defined against the distribution of egophoric 
markers in simple systems, such as Kathmandu Newar.
The occurrence of secondary egophoric markers in contexts that parallel the distribution of so-called 
ethical datives (or non-selected arguments) warranted a closer look at such forms. Like egophoric markers, 
they target the speech-act participant’s epistemic perspectives rather than argument identity in terms of 
(subject) person. Non-selected arguments map perfectly onto secondary egophoric markers in terms of the 
semantic roles that they may be associated with. Both non-selected arguments and secondary egophoric 
markers target the affectedness and attitude of the speech-act participants in clauses that do not explicitly 
mark arguments.
Based on the preceding discussion, we observe that egophoric marking, as a grammatical phenomenon, 
is wider than Hale (1980)’s canonical description would suggest. The flexibility noted for attested versions 
of egophoric marking may be viewed against the above comparison with non-selected arguments, to reveal 
a pragmatically motivated need to signal speech-act participant authority in any situation that somehow 
involves the speaker and/or the addressee. Some languages, like Kathmandu Newar, only have grammatical 
resources to signal the epistemic authority of a speech-act participant based on involvement in contexts 
with a volitional agent. Other languages, like German, signal the speaker’s authority in terms of his/her 
attitude with respect to an event that does not involve the speaker as a participant. Yet other languages, 
like Awa Pit, signal epistemic authority in both agentive and non-agentive contexts that sometimes include 
attitude holders.
The range of involvement that may be connected with expressing epistemic authority by means of 
egophoric marking is analogous to the range available for proper pronouns, i.e. all semantic roles associated 
with different person forms are also targeted by egophoric markers and non-selected arguments to signal 
the epistemic authority of the speech-act participant in the role indicated by a given marker.   
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Abbreviations
abs absolutive
acc accusative
add addressee
agt agentive
allo allophoric
asym asymmetric
comp completive
cop copula
dat dative
decl declarative
def definite
dir direct evidence
ego egophoric
erg ergative
gen genitive
hab habitual
ind independent
instr instrumenal
inter interrogative
ipfv imperfective
m masculine
npst non-past
pfv perfective
pl plural
prog progressive
pst past
s subject
sg singular
spkr speaker-perspective
top topic
tr transitive
fut future
1 first person
2 second person
3 third person
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